Yet there must have been many among Burgess's contemporaries who would have been delighted, for their own ideological reasons, to welcome an effective demonstration of Burgess's case. The fact that they (and their successors) allowed his arguments to fall into oblivion suggests that they concluded that it would be more effective to pretend the DDC did not exist than that it was not Milton's work. Those who wish to claim the poet for "orthodoxy" will no doubt continue trying to explain away the by now well-established congruence between the DDC and Milton's other writings. But Milton's authorship cannot be disproved by reviving arguments about handwriting on the titlepage or the unreliability of Daniel Skinner, well known to Masson and Parker. The overwhelming case for Milton's authorship can be challenged only by confuting the arguments of Kelley, Lewalski, Low, and Radzinowicz.
II
If not Milton, who did write the DDC? In his "Addenda" Professor Hunter-abandoning his first guess of John Goodwinhas plumped for the bishop's theory that it was an unknown Dutchman, since many of the sources used in the DDC derive from the continent. But since the treatise's declared objective was to reunite European protestants around a more radical theology, the emphasis on Swiss, French, and Dutch treatises was to be expected. Where else but in The Netherlands was the free-ranging anti-Trinitarianism which Milton favored published? Hardly in Geneva; French liberal Calvinists published in The Netherlands. Nor in England.
Professor Hunter must find a Dutchman (or other European protestant) who had the vast biblical learning, the knowledge of Hebrew, the leisure, and the dedicated industry to write such a vast treatise, apparently without anyone knowing anything about it. He was on such intimate terms with Milton that he entrusted him with his dangerous "dearest and best possession," but he has left no trace in Milton's correspondence or in the recollections of his friends. Hunter's second guess was Isaac Vossius, who was in London after the Restoration, when "direct association with Milton became distinctly possible, though no early biographer mentions it" (SEL 33, p. 200). Since Vossius was a protege of Charles II and frequented his court, the biographers' silence is easily explained. Nor is it likely that the man who the king said would believe anything so long as it was not in the Bible would have devoted years of labor to a treatise based on 8000 biblical prooftexts (6:106). Hunter The unknown author should be fairly easy to identify. He had published treatises on divorce. Milton has a very idiosyncratic definition of "fornication" as grounds for divorce: Zany notable disobedience or intolerable carriage in a wife" (Tetrachordon, Yale Prose, 2:672). Selden, whom Milton regarded as an authority on such matters (Commonplace Book, Yale Prose, 1:403; Doctrine and Discipline, Yale Prose, 2:350), "still more fully explained this point" in his Uxor Hebraica, two years later than Milton (Second Defence, Yale Prose, 4:625). The author of the DDC also saw "fornication" as a reason for divorce, and also had an unusual definition of the word: "continual headstrong behavior," "the lack of some quality which might reasonably be required in a wife" (Yale Prose, 6:378 Here we may consider Hunter's claim that Milton wrote "from the perspective of the Church of England" (SEL 33, p. 195). I find this surprising. Even Burgess recognized that Milton departed from "our English theologians" (pp. 6, 12). Whether or not the "fatal and perfidious bark" in Lycidas was the Anglican church, the ensuing attack on "such as for their bellies sake / Creep and intrude and climb into the fold" must refer to the clergy of that Church. Writing under censorship, Milton could hardly have expressed himself more clearly. The tracts in which Milton demolished episcopacy in the early 1640s are remarkable for their sustained venom. Anyone who has tried to persuade himself that Milton wrote "from the perspective of the Church" whose prelates had "church-outed" him should reread Of Reformation, OfPrelatical Episcopacy, Animadversions, and Reason of Church-Government. Prelates were responsible for the censorship (Animadversions, Yale Prose, 1:667-76; Areopagitica, Yale Prose, 2:539-42).
The "inquisitorious and tyrannical duncery" of "this impertinent yoke of prelacy" was "a schism itself from the most reformed and most flourishing churches abroad," and "a sore scandal to them" ( . 168-72, 205, 212-13; cf. DDC, p. 740 with PR 3.92-95 ).
Milton's materialism originates in a "refusal to distinguish fundamentally between angels and men, matter and spirit." It is "a foundation stone of Milton's thought and perhaps his most significant and daring departure from orthodoxy" (MBE, p. 140). The DDC's distinction between two stages of Christ's kingdom, of which the second will be the millennium, is crucial to Paradise Regained. Christ's kingdom is not to be gained by force, though the ultimate object is "to crush his enemies" ( 
